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Abstract
Background: Estimating pain stimuli in the anesthetized patient can be difficult when based solely upon physiological parameters, especially
when vasopressors are used as well. There is an increasing interest during general anesthesia to understand how optimal anesthesia changes by
the level of noxious stimulation. Objectively, noxious stimulation measurement monitoring techniques are gaining interest. Although currently,
its exact use in routine clinical practice is still not well proven. The aim of this study was to identify relationships between PMD 200 monitoring,
Nociception Level (NOL-index) and monitored known physiological signs as well as outcomes during general anesthesia.
Method: Eight patients between the ages of 43 and 83 years old and scheduled for major head and neck surgery under general anesthesia
were observed in this study. NoL index sensor was placed on one of the patient’s fingers before anesthesia was induced, and values were extracted
during the intraoperative period.

Results: NoL index values increased intraoperatively during nociceptive stimuli such as jaw lift, endotracheal intubation, catheterization
of the bladder, and with surgical skin incision. NoL index increased at several occasions faster, and were more prominent than physiological
parameters (BP, HR).
Conclusion: There are identified relationships between PMD 200 monitoring, NOL-index and nociceptive stimulation. NoL index tends
to indicate nociceptive responses earlier and more often than hemodynamic outcomes. NoL index can be a physiological marker for optimal
analgesic administration and an interesting complement to monitoring equipment intraoperatively worth further studies.
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Introduction
There is an increasing interest to understand more how and
when the depth of anaesthesia changes by the level of noxious
stimulation during general anaesthesia. Nociception is the
mechanism by which the central and peripheral nervous systems
process information about noxious stimuli, whereas pain is the
perception generated when this information reaches the cerebral
cortex [1]. Under general anaesthesia, patients are unconscious,
but their body still shows reflex responses to the surgical
procedure, including changes in heart rate and blood pressure,
eyes tearing or sweating [2].
During the past two decades, we have seen great advances in
our understanding of pain. In particular, the molecular biology of
pain and the way in which the central nervous system perceives
and processes pain have been transformed [2]. The key to adequate
pain management during general anaesthesia, is to assess its
presence and severity, to identify those signs which require
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intervention, and by appreciating treatment efficacy [2,3]. In a
recent review article (2015) by Cowen et al. [4], they addressed
the latest important developments in the field regarding objective
nociceptive measurements [4]. Non-invasive techniques utilized
to measure pain have become clinically feasible [5]. There are
several techniques in use, although none of them have been
commercially successful globally. The PMD 200 nociception level
index (NoL index™) is today a commercially available technique
which is gaining growing interest [5]. The PMD 200 asses
nociception stimuli by a multi-parametric algorithm [6]. The
technology objectively quantifies the nociception stimuli (NoL
index (0-100) and interpret the analgesic effect [6].
Due to the multifaceted nature of pain, PMD 200 focuses on
the autonomic physiological integrated response to pain, rather
than individual pain pathways. The device consists of a noninvasive finger probe which continuously records multiple pain
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related physiological signals – using four sensors namely a photo
plethysmograph, galvanic skin response, as well as temperature
and accelerometry [3]. In our study, we have in a clinical
setting tested NoL index technique on patients during surgery
under general anesthesia. The aim of this study was to identify
relationships between PMD 200 monitoring, Nociception Level
(NoL-index) and monitored known physiological signs as well as
outcomes during general anesthesia.

The observations were started immediately prior to the
induction of anesthesia and ended when the surgical incision was
dressed with sterile surgical dressing. The observation was made
by the Master student who was not involved in the anesthesia
process. Throughout the observation, the PMD 200 monitor’s
screen was turned away from the anesthesia staff during the
length of the anesthetic. All anesthesia staff were informed of what
was being observed during the anesthesia and for what purpose.

Ethical considerations

Statistical calculation and analysis was performed by using
IBM SPSS Statistics 24.0. Descriptive statistics were performed
with Microsoft Excel 14.2 (©Microsoft corp. 2010). Data is
presented as, mean (SD), median (minimum-maximum) and
numbers.

Materials and methods

This article is based on a Master’s thesis and ethical positions
taken in the framework of a student thesis at Sahlgrenska
Academy, University of Gothenburg. The study met the ethical
requirements by the Helsinki Declaration [7].

Patients and anesthesia

This prospective observational study included 7 patients. Of
the 8 patients assessed to be eligible for the study, one was excluded
due to protocol violations. Inclusion criteria were according to the
American Society of Anesthesiologists (ASA) risk classification
I-IV, adults older than 18 yrs of age undergoing elective head and
neck surgery under general anesthesia. Exclusion criteria included
known neurological disorders, pregnancy, serve diabetes mellitus,
uncontrolled hypertension, and drug addiction. All study patient
received general anesthesia as per our department routine:
Induction with intravenous Propofol 1-3mg/kg, Fentanyl 1.53µg/kg and Rocuronium 0.6mg/kg. Maintenance of anesthesia
was achieved with volatile anesthetic desflurane, supplemented
with Fentanyl 1-1.5µg/kg boluses. Muscle relaxation was
maintained with Rocuronium when required. Vasopressors were
administrated to n=3/7, (group 2). Group 1, n=4 did not receive
vasopressors. All patients received standard monitoring including
pulse oximetry, non-invasive blood pressure, 5-lead ECG, NMT and
BIS. NoL index sensor was placed on one of the patient’s fingers
before anesthesia was initiated, and values were extracted during
the intraoperative period, named NoL index.

Data collection

All data collection was conducted between 2018-04-10 2018-04-25 during seven surgical interventions at a university
hospital in Sweden. Validation of the predetermined events in the
observation schedule was performed in advance to resolve the
facility, and the relevance of the moments but also if any additional
data were required to be incorporated into the observation
scheme. No changes needed to be made. The predetermined events
were, jaw lift, endotracheal intubation, catheter insertion into the
urethra, and skin incision. Also, physiological parameters (HR,
BP, O2saturation, end- tidal carbon oxide and body temperature)
were recorded every 1 or 5 minutes. Furthermore, Bispectral
Index (BIS), Neuromuscular Monitoring (NMT), Nociception
Level Index (NOL) and intraoperative drugs (opioids, hypnotics,
vasopressor were also noted.
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Calculations and statistics

Results

Hence, 7 patients were included and observed in the
observational study. The patients were comparable in respect of
age, weight, ASA class, but not in gender (Table 1). Durations of
anesthesia and surgery were almost similar, including the extent
of surgical trauma in the group (Table 1,2). The NoL index derived
from the PMD 200 showed increased values and were in relation
to clinical status of blood pressure and heart rate (Figure 1-4).
Although, NoL index increased at several occasions faster and,
were more prominent than physiological parameters, (Table 3,
Figure 1-4). The values increased significant (between 20-50
index values) from baseline through the predetermined pain
stimuli and, ended spontaneously or were treated by opioids.
With this study, patients who had a need for none/less (group
1) or increased infusion of vasopressors (group 2) during the
anesthesia, PMD 200 showed episodes with increased NoL
index and were not necessarily correlated to hemodynamics
events. However, patients who did not receive any vasopressors
showed often increased values even than the patient did not have
physiological responses, (Table 3, Figure 1-4).
Table 1: Demographics.

Patient characteristic data

n=7

Age, yrs

63 (43-83)

Weight (kg)

82 (50-103)

Anesthesia, minutes

186 (120- 290)

ASA class 2-3

1/6*

Gender M/F

Median value, average (min-max) and *numbers

6/1*

Table 2: Type of surgical procedure.
Type of surgery

n=7

Mandible surgery

3

Major neck surgery

4
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Table 3: Group comparison, Mean values of HR, SBP, NoL index
>25.

HR mean, ±SD

Group 1

Group 2

Pat 2, 3, 6 & 8

Pat 4, 5 & 7

71.8±11

72.8±7.4

14.5±4

14.6±5.6

58 /134

54/116

Sbp mean, ±SD

102±3.36

NOL INDEX >25 (n)

134

NOL INDEX mean, ±SD
NOL INDEX >25 + not affected
hemodynamics* (n)

118±7.9
116

*10% increase from mean in heartrate and/or blood pressure at time
of reading

Figure 1: Scatterplot of SBP/NoL index, group 1”less vasoactive
agents” (patient 4,5,7 excluded).

Figure 2: Scatterplot of HR/NoL index, group 1, (less vasoactive
drugs), (patient 4,5,7 excluded).

Figure 3: Scatterplot of SBP/NoL index, group 2, (vasoactive
drugs) (patient 2,3,6,8, excluded).
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Figure 4: Scatterplot of HR/NoL index, group 2, (vasoactive
drugs) (patient 2,3,6,8, excluded). (In group 2, patient number 4
HR excluded due to pacemaker).

The mean of NoL index in patients prior to anesthesia was 20
(baseline). Listed NoL index before a painful stimulation induced
or pain relief was given varied between values of 2-35. Nine events
in total were identified, including the four predetermined events:
(jaw hip, endotracheal intubation, catheterization of the urinary
bladder (CAD), skin incision, number of opioid administrations,
hypnosis and BIS intraoperative, hemodynamic correlation,
and body temperature). After anesthetic induction, when jaw
lifts and intubation were performed, NoL index increased in all
study patients. The mean of NoL index at jaw lifts was 45 and at
intubation 52. At two out of seven intubations, NoL index rose to
a high level, up to 90 and 92 respectively. In all seven cases blood
pressure increased during these events. The mean of NoL index
was 44 at urinary bladder catheter insertion.

All patients received Fentanyl as analgesic of choice 5-15
minutes prior to surgical incision, although in five out of seven
cases NoL index increased anyways. The average of NoL index
during skin incision was 34. To some patient’s, opioids were
given when systolic blood pressure increased 10-15%, although
NoL index did not indicate pain stimulating events. In a couple of
cases, we could detect a similar variation by increased BIS index
and NoL index during the same time period.

Discussion

General anesthesia is characterized by hypnosis and
painlessness. Painful stimuli during surgery cause nociceptive
autonomic response that must be inhibited. Monitoring of the
hypnotic effect is possible from different EEG variables [8]
while monitoring of nociception during surgery is a need under
construction as a routine [9]. Although measures to identify
intraoperative pain responses exist, there is a need to develop
and clinical test a new index with improved accuracy. We tested
monitoring of NoL gathering numerical value from several single
physiological variables giving an index of nociception level NoL
and found this monitoring valuable and promising as a supplement
to other monitoring equipment. Increase in the NoL index was
correlated with jaw lifting, endotracheal intubation, CAD and skin
incision, all known as painful stimuli during anesthesia. Similar,
the increased NoL index was appropriately decreased by analgesic
administration, in accordance to Edry et al. (5).
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The highest NoL index was found during intubation which
is in accordance to Stockle et al. (10) who found similar. BIS
value prior to intubation is inadequate to prevent an awareness
reaction to intubation during propofol/alfentanil anesthesia
why optimal analgesic must protect the risk of awareness during
endotracheal intubation [11]. There was also some compliance
between NoL and hemodynamic changes, such as pulse and blood
pressure. Tissue damage caused by skin incision causes activation
of the sympathetic nervous system, which gives increased heart
rate and increase in arterial blood pressure. These hemodynamic
changes can be an indication of a nociceptive response [12] and,
at the same time generate increased NoL. As there is individual
variability in the physiological response to vasopressor therapy in
this study, the result should therefore be interpreted with caution
[13].

Similar to American Society of Anesthesiologists [5] we found
that an algorithmic combination to process multiple physiologic
measures, provide a better measure of the autonomic reflex
response to painful stimulation during surgery, compared to
the traditional monitoring of individual factors such as changes
in heart rate and blood pressure and constitutes a valuable
complement to other intraoperative monitoring. Further value
from NoL may be to identify painful moments during surgery
and to facilitate optimal administration of analgesics. The main
limitations in this study are the small number of observations
included and unclearness of vasopressors impact on NoL.

Conclusion

There are identified relationships between PMD 200
monitoring, NOL-index and nociceptive stimulation. NoL index
tends to indicate nociceptive responses earlier and more often
than hemodynamic outcomes. NoL index can be a physiological
marker for optimal analgesic administration and an interesting
complement to monitoring equipment intraoperatively worth
further studies.
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